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Fuel services are only supplied by professional providers 
who have a proven track record of on-time delivery, 
performance and quality. Although, it is not these services 
alone that have made us the industry leader. What sets  
Avjet Routing apart is our ability to consistently facilitate 
trips by defining each client’s unique definition of success 
and deliver it every time they take off to the sky.

All flight services depend on the training and proficiency 
of the operation personnel and we pride ourselves in 
having an extremely competent team.

Avjet Routing is a leading provider for
private and corporate aviation needs. With global 
network of trusted and tested suppliers and agents in 
each and every location in the world, no flight service is 
out of reach. Expertise combined with bespoke services 
has made us the first choice to the discerning client. 

Our assistance with obtaining overflight and landing 
permits will connect you to the world. With speed and  
efficiency, our team will get you where you need to go in 
no time, especially for emergency flights such as air 
ambulance flights. Our quality and high-level contacts 
around the world will oversee all necessary 
arrangements. Even in the shortest notices and at the 
busiest or most difficult destinations, we will promprly 
secure slot allocations and facilitate obtaining of 
associated necessary permits. Let us be your 
International Trip Planner! “Do it right the first time”!

Simplified Business
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Avjet Routing is the mother company of Avjet Routing. 
Established in 2005, it began its operations providing 
services in the Middle East. The company quickly 
expanded to deliver overflight, landing, handling, fueling 
and all captain crew needs. Today, we provide flight 
support services to any destination in the world, 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week.
 
We focus on offering services that facilitate all our clients’ 
needs. We understand the importance of dealing with one 
company to handle and coordinate all services; therefore, 
we have successfully positioned ourselves to be such a 
company. With our global network, we provide prompt, 
efficient service wherever you may be. Avjet Routing is 
one of the world’s most reliable and dependable flight 
service providers. Specializing in fast action permits to 
challenging regions, you can count on us to get you where 
you want to go, when you want to go.

We provide service delivery of cost-effective route 
planning, accurate weather reports, reliable ground 
handling services, economical fuel services and any 
other quality flight services with minimal notice. And, 
with Avjet Routing’s dedicated credit facilities,  clients 
can arrange hassle-free payments while in transit.
 
Having its liaison office in Dorval, Quebec, Canada - via 
its headquarter in the Middle East, exactly at the 
crossroads of the East and West - Avjet Routing is 
strategically linked to key destinations in Africa, Europe, 
Asia, North and Latin America; supporting even with 
extended arms in the Oceania - South Pacific Ocean to 
Caribbean sea region, going the extra mile taking care 
of flight support assistance in the breathtaking 
ice/snow runways of Antarctica as an essential part of 
Avjet Routing successful story.

What we do

Bespoke Experience
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Bespoke Solutions
Our Expert Services
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Pre-Trip Support Services Overflight and Landing Permits

Your Perfect Trip 24hrs Guidance
and Assistance

Our clients can count on us to arrange all 
pre-trip support services. All pre-trip 
documentations, including governmental and 
aeronautical, will be promptly processed to save 
time. Our services cover all types of flights and 
those for charter, operations centres, broker 
organizations and air forces transporting VVIPs.  
We strive to deliver the highest standards, with 
the most competitive rates.

Avjet Routing’s close relationship with the Civil 
Aviation Authorities; Authorized Agencies and offices 
around the world are our key to secure the best 
overflight and landing permits on the most estimable 
time possible. Our Trip Support Services (TSS) teams 
will process any request in a matter of minutes, thus 
giving our clients the opportunity to take flight on 
short notices. In cases of absolute necessity or air 
rescue operations, the authorizations can be the result 
of a verbal agreement granted by phone or on the 
ground by a representative of the Directorate of the 
Civil Aviation Authority thanks to a high-level 
coordination process taken care of by TSS teams.
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Network of 
Trusted Suppliers

Flight Plans and Weather Fuel Services

Let our dedicated staff meticulously plan your next 
flight plan. We use all the latest technology 
available, which allows our team to plan your trip 
while taking into account every single detail. Routes, 
updated airport regulations, NOTAMs, weather, 
political situation, and airport data are taken into 
into considerations before handing any flight plan. 
This allows us to save you precious time and money.

Avjet Routing’s worldwide contacts will cater all flight 
support needs, including jet fuel, at the most competitive 
rates. Our clients can rest assured that multi-leg flights will 
be pre-arranged and set as you touch the runway. Our 
teams receive continuous updates on fuel prices and 
quotes, which in return allows us to pass the savings on to 
our clients. 

We greatly value the importance of dependability and 
quality of service, and we believe that is what our clients 
appreciate the most. You can count on us to deliver 
consistent client satisfaction.

Up to Date
Weather Briefs
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Expert Team

Logistics and Hospitality

Passenger and Aircraft Security
We understand that no two flights are the 
same. Our team will help you plan your next trip 
and meet or exceed your needs and 
requirements. All requests will be data based for 
your next flight. Furthermore, all logistics and 
hospitality concerning parties involved will be 
treated with the highest level of professionalism 
and respect. Crew and passengers will be given 
the VIP treatment and will be accommodated in 
a timely manner.

Call us for preparations and arrangements on 
your next trip.

Physical security to deter tampering and sabotage, 
as well as to record and report activity and incidents 
around your aircraft.

Professional, discreet specialists to safeguard 
executives and crew on the ground.

Equipped vehicles with expert drivers who are 
trained in security measures and knowledgeable 
about local traffic patterns.

Aircraft/Cargo Protection 

VIP/Executive/Crew Protection

Secure Ground Transportation

Maximum
Operational 
Efficiency
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• Supervision & Liaison between different 
service providers

• Meet & Assist

• Flight Dispatch

• Computer-generated flight plans

• Runway and Landing slots

• Weather briefings and NOTAM

• Aircraft Chartering 

• Dry & Wet Lease Arrangements

• Arrangement of all necessary visas & hotel 
reservations

• GSA General Service Administration & GSE 
Ground Support Equipment on the apron to 
service the aircraft on time

• Special Airport Security Arrangements

With years of experience, Avjet Routing has 
developed an enviable track record for ground 
handling services and loading all types of aircrafts 
safely and efficiently, while maximizing the 
customer satisfaction and improving on our 
efficiency.

This includes, but is not limited to, FAST TRACK 
customs clearance assistance, concierge services, 
meet & greet upscale lounges, customized and 
high security transportation arrangements, 
cleaning services, loading facilities, recreation and 
catering services.

Contact us for private arrangements on your 
next trip.

FBO and Ground Handling

Complete 
Support
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• Handling of all documentation with the 
Airport authority

• Order Coordination and supervision of fuel 
arrangements; or even supplying fuel on 
credit

• Organization and transportation of catering 
and other utensils needed and supervision of 
ground ambulance car going to/from the 
tarmac

• Facilitate planning for and execution of patient 
handoff between an air ambulance agency 
and a ground ambulance agency

• Handling of last-minute changes

For medevac air ambulance; through years; we 
developed our know-how knowledge to providing 
very fast and reliable ramp agent service by 
arranging the following when an ambulance 
aircraft landing in an airport:

and the support teams for Air Rescue
Operations - MEDEVAC - Air Ambulance

Assistant Experts

• Confirm that all agencies involved in patient  
transport have access to secure communications 
and all parties are ready for patient transport on 
the tarmac

• Permission for a company car to drive to the 
aircraft

• Take care - on credit - of landing and airport fees 
in order to safe time when aircraft lands

• Coordination, representation and liaison with 
airport authorities and wider community

• Crew transportation between airport and hotel

• Aircraft cleaning
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Partnering with the leading hotels and resorts in 
the world, Avjet Routing will arrange all booking 
and requests for your hotel needs.

All rates are specially quoted for Avjet Routing 
clients.  We carefully choose hotels that offer 
unsurpassed quality and trusted service.

All flight meals are prepared by trained 
chefs who have mastered the art of 
cooking. No cuisine or request is out of 
reach. All dietary requirements of medical 
and religious nature will be honoured.

Luxury Accommodation Deluxe Catering

Competitive 
Rates and Luxury 
Accommodations

Trained
Chefs
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Utilizing only the newest fleet of vehicle for 
transport, Avjet Routing will arrange all ground 
transportation for our clients. No request is too big 
or small. Luxury cars, limousines or armoured 
vehicles are at our client’s disposal.  Coupled with 
English speaking drivers who have mastered 
routes and who respect our client’s privacy and 
requests, the trip on the ground can be almost as 
enjoyable as the one in the air.    

Exclusive Services
for VIPs

With a wide selection of aircrafts, our charter service 
is performed with the highest degree of reliability 
and professionalism. Small to large aircrafts are 
readily available and are flight ready on short notices. 
Avjet Routing partners with charters of impeccable 
safety records. 

Our client’s safety is the most paramount. For this 
reason, not only aircrafts, but also captains go 
through our strict background checks. Our office will 
handle all details, including paper work and flight 
plans, from A to Z.

Ground Transportation Charter

Wide selection
of aircrafts



Now also in Canada!
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With a reach that spans every continent and every 
major city in the world, Avjet Routing can handle 
any request promptly. From airports as small as St. 
Helena Airport in the South Atlantic Ocean, to 
Antartica, to a transcontinental country such as the 
Russian Federation, Avjet Routing’s global 
presence is coupled with a ground team of experts 
with the utmost level of  competence. That, along 
with our close relationship with ground support 
vendors, allows us to serve our clients with 
unparalleled quality service.

Avjet Routing ITP
Unit A4-87, SAIF-ZONE,
Sharjah, U.A.E.
T: +971 6 518 0000
F: +971 6 518 0001
info@avjetrouting.com

www.avjetrouting.com

Global Networks
HEAD

QUARTERS

Canadian
office


